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                        Year 3                         Age Related Musical Skills   (interrelated dimensions)  

Key Concept Year Group Skills 

Duration 
 

(Pulse and 
Tempo) 

Year 3 

Find and keep a steady pulse/beat with accuracy. Establish the concept of metre and feel the pattern of strong 
and weak beats. Use metres /pattern of 2 and 3 beats. Perform and create actions and movements which 
demonstrate the metre – e.g. rowing for a metre of 2, pat clap clap for 3. Use tuned and un-tuned instruments. 
Differentiate between fast and slow tempos (speeds) 

(Rhythm) 
 One (crotchet/ ta) and two (quavers/ te te) sounds to a pulse aurally also using tuned and un-tuned 

instruments. Introduce written symbols of notation including the crotchet (one beat) rest (silence). Arrange 
these rhythmic units into patterns of 2, 3 and 4 beats 

Pitch and 
Notation 
 
 

 Develop the range of pitches aurally (from singing). Use songs with the pitch of notes moving in steps- three 
notes or a span of 5. Compose pieces using 3 notes 
(Children should also sing for pleasure songs which include a wider range of notes once they are ready). 

Dynamics 
 

 Introduce grades of dynamics – moderately loud: mezzo forte (mf); moderately quiet: mezzo piano (mp) 
Sing and compose using these dynamic levels; listen to (classical) musical examples.  
Introduce the symbols for the dynamic range. 

Texture  Sing, play and compose using a drone (single note sung or played continuously all through the piece) usually 
on ‘doh’ the key note of the song/piece or the fifth note ‘soh’. 
Listen to musical examples e.g. Haydn Symphony No 104 “London” opening of the finale, accompanying a folk 
melody. 
Beethoven Symphony No 6 “Pastoral”, opening and trio section of scherzo, Mahler Symphony No 1, 
introduction; prelude to Wagner’s Das Rheingold (1854) wherein the bass instruments sustain an Eb 
throughout the entire movement. Also Scottish bagpipes, and Indian sitar music. 
Recognise thin and thick textures. 

Timbre  Listening to include orchestral instruments (e.g. Wider Opportunities groups). Select recorded extracts to 
illustrate a variety of orchestral instrumental sounds.  
 

Structure  Analyse simple song forms labelling phrases with letters; A B or AAB etc. (e.g. ’Engine engine’, ‘Hot Cross 
Buns’)  
Compose pieces to a given structure – rhythm/ and or melody and play/sing them 
Use listening examples. 
Differentiate between verse and chorus 
 

 


